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Predator-Proof Enclosures

Map showing the locations of four predator-proof enclosures on O‘ahu.

A schematic showing the design and  barrier system used to exclude mammal, reptile and 
rosy wolfsnail threats to tree snails at Hāpapa. A slightly modified design was used at the 
Palikea and  Kahanahāiki enclosures.

•The Army has four predator-proof enclosures on O‘ahu to protect A. mustelina from threats.
•The first enclosure was built in 1998 at Kahanahāiki, is 133m² and contains over 200 tree snails.
•The next enclosure was built at Palikea in 2012, is 1,097m² and contains ~170 tree snails. A second
enclosure, completed in 2017 is 2,480m². It is undergoing habitat restoration in preparation for snail
introductions planned in late 2018.

•The enclosure at Pu‘u Hāpapa (Hāpapa) also completed in 2012 is 1,564m² and contains 70% of all
tree snails protected within enclosures. We highlight Hāpapa in particular because of its role as an
important refuge for tree snails.

Achatinella mustelina (O‘ahu Tree Snail)
•Achatinella mustelina is an endemic, endangered species of
tree snail found only in the Wai‘anae Mountains of western
O‘ahu .
•This snail has a slow growth rate, late maturity, low
motility, and a low rate of fecundity –between one and four
live births a year.
•The Army’s O‘ahu Natural Resources Program currently works
with eight populations of tree snails as part of its endangered
species management requirements. At each, we attempt to
maintain at least 300 or more snails and control all threats.
•Tree snails have evolved in the absence of many predators. With the introductions of non-native species, A.
mustelina have become prey to rosy wolfsnails (Euglandina rosea), rats (Rattus rattus), and Jackson’s  chameleons
(Trioceros jacksonii xantholophus).

•Other threats to the survival of tree snails include habitat loss, climate change and loss of genetic diversity.

Pictured above, examples of A. mustelina with slight variation in shell markings; each is unique. They are the 
jewels of the forest.

Control of Rats and Jackson’s Chameleons
• Recently the Jackson’s chameleon has been documented as a predator of tree snails (Holland et al. 2010).
• Introduced rats, in particular Rattus rattus, are common in the forested areas of tree snail habitat and are

known to prey on tree snails with devastating results (Hadfield & Mountain, 1980).
• Smooth galvanized aluminum walls and the rolled hood

prevent rats and chameleons from climbing the wall.
• Trees near the perimeter of the enclosure are trimmed

regularly to prevent rats or chameleons from using branches
above the wall to breach the enclosure.

• Self-resetting rat traps are used both inside (as a
precautionary measure because rats are not eradicated here)
and outside the enclosure to benefit the habitat overall. These
need only be maintained 3x per year to be effective.

• There is no control for chameleons other than manual
removal.

• A total of 639 chameleons have been captured from Hāpapa
since 2011. However, as with the rosy wolf snail, this is only
effective when done within the bounds of an enclosure or
when the predator population is not contiguous so that
re-invasion doesn’t outpace removal.

A dead rat beneath a self-resetting A24 trap

Smooth galvanized aluminum walls and the rolled hood

Staff holding a mature male Jackson’s chameleon

Pu‘u Hāpapa Enclosure

Staff and preparing to release A. mustelina from the UH Lab
into the Hāpapa enclosure.

Aerial view of Hāpapa enclosure
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Achatinella mustelina counts at Hāpapa

Translocations into enclosure (1835 total) Timed-count Quarterly ground shells

Timed-counts of A. mustellina over time showing snails translocated into the enclosure as well as mortality within 
plots over time. 

•Hāpapa is located in the southern Wai‘anae Mountains and falls within the Honouliuli Forest Reserve.
•Since its completion, a total of 1,805 A. mustelina snails have been introduced from the University of
Hawaii (UH) at Mānoa Captive Rearing lab and from neighboring areas.

•The snail populations in this area are threatened by all three
predators. If not translocated to an enclosure, many satellite
populations of tree snails will be extirpated.

Population Monitoring
•Ground shell plot monitoring was used to detect mortality
rates of tree snails within the enclosure. These data were
collected from two ground shell plots installed directly
below the core reintroduction zones.

•Timed-count monitoring (TCM) was used to quantify long-
term population trends and assess whether the
reintroduced population was self-sustaining over time.
TCM data is likely and underestimate of the true
population, as not all snails are detectable at any one
time.

Control of Rosy Wolf Snails
•Euglandina rosea (the rosy wolfsnail) was introduced to Hawaii in 1955 to control agricultural mollusk pests.
•This predatory snail is known to have a catastrophic impact on native tree snail populations (Hadfield & Mountain,
1980; Meyer & Cowie, 2010) and has been found to have a distribution that extends across most known tree snail
habitats on O‘ahu.

•There is no effective control for the rosy wolfsnail except for manual removal within the bounds of a defined
area where no re-invasion is possible.

•Since 2009, 2,662 rosy wolfsnails have been removed from Hāpapa.  We believe our efforts have caused an overall
decline in this population (see graph below).

Barriers on the outside wall of the enclosure to prevent 
rosy wolfsnail invasion

•15 degree angle: An overhang traps rosy wolfsnails. The
snails have difficulty negotiating the tight angle.

•Copper cut-mesh barrier: The cute mesh barrier faces
downward and is attached to the underside of a board.
This orientation makes it likely the snail will detach and
fall to the ground. The limited surface area makes it
difficult for the snail to attach securely.

•Non-lethal electric wires: A series of four electric wires
prevents rosy wolfsnails from crossing. There are two
independent sets of wires (+ and -) powered by 12V
batteries. As the snail crosses the wires, it receives a
mild shock causing it to either retreat or fall to the
ground.

Rosy wolfsnail having difficulty crossing electric wires
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Graph showing rosy wolfsnails removed from Hāpapa over 9 years. As search effort and area has been 
inconsistent from year to year, declines in predator population is based on anecdotal evidence.

Angle barrier with cut mesh and electric system above.
Rosy wolfsnail attempting to cross copper mesh

Electrical barrier

Rosy wolfsnail pursuing an Achatinella (left) and consuming a leopard slug (right)  (Photos by Brenden Holland) 
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